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in this paper we shall study and describe all possi:jIe forms of tke so-called change- 
graph which is thf: subgrapb of a cubic graph G containing alJ the e iges (and only the 
edges) having different cotours in two different edge-colourings of G. 
In this paper the word graph will mean a finite undirected graph with- 
out loops (multiple edges are permitted>. The sets of vertices and edges 
of a graph G will be denoted by V(C) and E(G) respectively, and cl&~) 
(where u E V(G)) will denote the degree of the vertex u in G. 
Let k be a natural number. A graph is k-connected iff it is connected 
and it remains connected after the removal of any fewer than k of its 
edges. 
Let G be a graph, n be a natural number and k the sequence 
P = {.u, , yt , x2, yz, . . . , x, , yH, x,, +1 J have the following pr rties: 
(1) Cq. “2, l *‘, *x,+1 )C V(G)and[l&<j<n+lJ* 
(2) iY,* Y2, ..‘I 
f Xj]: 
yn ) c E(G) and J’i j&s the vertices Xi and +I, 
<3)d,(x,)> 2,d,(,lc,,, )> 2 aMd&)z 2 forevery I < i<n +l. 
Then we shalt say that P descrks a simple path of the length n of G 
joining the vertices x1 and x,,] (OS with the ends x1 and x’,,!) and we 
shall denote by S(G) the set of alf simple paths of 6’; ‘rhe sim@e path 
is odd or even if the number n is odd or even. 
A graph G will be called a C-gP”/lph iff 
(1) Is1 is 2-connected, 
(2) 2 f d, (u) < 3 for every u E V(G), and 
ains at least one vertex of degree 3. 
ph, then ;T(C) will denote the set of alI vertices having the 
degree 3 in CR 
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mis is obvious since a C-graph is Z-connected. 
Let G be a C-graph. We shall say that we obtain the graph F bi_ a 
preyh-don of G (and then we shall write I;* = p(G)) iff I;‘ has the fol- 
lowing proFrties: 
( f ) V(F) = T(G), 
(2) there exists a one-to-one mapping ~3 : S(G) + E(G) such that the 
E(F) joins the vertices tl and v in E exactly when P E S(G) 
u and v in G. 
The following is clear: by the p-reduction of a C-graph (7 we obtain 
bit Z-connected graph and if C is a cubic graph (i.e., if V(G) = T(G)), 
Ld W be a cubic graph. We shall say that the mapping $I : l?(H) --+ (1,2, -3) 
il;a n cdgec010wing of PI iff e(e) # #(f ) for every pair {e, f ) of edges 
6 n IX The number e(e) (where s E E(H)) will be callad a COAXM 
cubic graph E is edge-cokwable iff there exists an edge- 
of H. An equivalent way of stating this is to say that lljl can be 
in to three 1 -factors. 
rk 1. It is well known that a cubic graph w&h a bridge is not edge- 
ourable and tha.t J cubic graph is edge-colourable iff each of its com- 
ents is edge-colourable. Therefore if a cubic graph G is edge-colour- 
e and H is a component of G, then H is a cubic Z-connected graph, or, 
ther words, an edge-colourable connected cubic graph is &connected. 
and @ be 2 MO edge-colourings of a cubic graph H and let F be 
aph of W def’ned as follows: F contains every edge e of E(H) 
ith the property that ##) + e*(e) and every vertex of r/{H) incident 
to at least one edge with th.is property. Then we shall call F a change- 
med by the paiir of edge-colourings (& , $2 ) and write 
(this implies that H[@r, $Q] is the empty graph). Change- 
y a useful r”rt in connection with the four colour prob- 
3) and the references mentioned there). In that context it is 
to consider transformations which permit the change ~sf one edgz- 
ic graph into another. Until now, only su& ttansforma- 
-colourings have been considered which can be obtained 
a IseQuence of A-transformations, an A-transformation 
aph is a circuit (see, e.g., [ L-31). 
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It is easily shown (see Remark 2) t)lat ::ame change-graphs cannot be ob- 
tained by any sequence of A.-transfornnations. This raises the general 
question of determining exactly which graphs can be change-graphs, and 
it is the purpose of this article to carry out such a characterization. The 
basic result is the following. 
Theorem. Let F bu a nmt-empty graph with k conz~onents P( 1 ), F( 2), 
. . . . F(k). There exist two edge-colotHngs 61 and & of a mhic graph H 
such that F= H[@l, &] iff’ftw every i = 1, 2, . . . . kbrhs foliowing holds: 
F(i) is a circuit of even lerjgth, or F(i) is a C-graph with the properties 
that 
(1) p(l$)) = i;;(‘) a is an edge-cok_ztuuhl cerhic gwph and 
(2) everv si:rnple path of S(F(i)) is odd, or T(F(i)) can be decomposed 
in ta two classes of vertices in such a way that every odd J:F’mple path of 
S@-(i)) joins tM#o vertices of the same chm of this decomposition and 
every eveu simple path of S(F(i)) joins tM’o vertices belong&g to diffuent 
clmses of this decomposition. 
Proof. (I) Let H’ be an edge-colourable cubic graph, and let er and & be LO 
two edge-cotaurings of I. such that F = I!&+, @,I. Take any vertex 
u E V(ff) and let IleI, e2, e3 be the three edges of H incident with v. Gon- 
sjder the permutation pV of the set [ 1,2, 3) defined by &(e& 3 &(+, 
i = 1 7 3 If u E V(F) fj is not the identity; hence it is eith.er a tral-+.s- 9-9 l 
position or a 3-cycle. if d is a transposition, then d&) = 2, and we 
shall cal? u a neu#~l vertex. If p, is the 3-cycle (1 2 3), then dF(u) = 3 
and we call u a positive vertex; similarly, if pU = t 1 3 2), then again 
d&i) = 3 and u will be called nqpztiw ii] other words. u is positive 
[ nega tivc ] iff 
@( 1 e> +$e) = 1 (mod 3) [z - 1 (mod 3)] 
for each e E E(H) incident with u. 
Now define a mapping $ : E(F) -+ ( 1, 2, 3) by 
for each e E E(F). This is possible since @+;e) St @2(e). The following 
two assertions are then obvious. 
,4ssertion 1. If cl and e2 are the two edges incLient to a neutral vertex 
of I;: then @@I) = #(Q, &(e,) = &(e2) and Q2(el) = &(e2). 
Assertion 2. If et, es, e3 are the *three dges incident to a positive (or 
negative) vertex of F, then {#(e, ), @(eZ), @(QJ = { 1) 2. 3). 
lIenote by S(i) (i = 1 ? 3) the subgraph of F containing all the ed;ges , a, 
of F having the property that e(h) = i and containing all thz ends of’ 
tie-se edges. Then according to Assertions 1 and 2, S(i) may contain only 
s of degrees 1 and 2, a:md 
‘%her~fore every component IDf S(i) is either a snake (and the ends of tIEis 
s e have degree 3 in I;, or, in other I+ or& this snake is a simple patIr. 
~II a component of F), or it is a circuit and this circuit is a component 
Convzxsely, if a component F’(j) of F is a circuit and e and f are 
s of F( j)( then Q(e) = @(f’). 
sa;c”rtiort 3. If the corn pctlent F(jb of F is a circuit, then its length is 
en, and the edges of F$ ;,i have alternating coiours in both colourings 
This follows immediately from Assertion 1. 
ctati~n 4. Let S be a snake of S(i) which is a component of S(i) and 
ch can be descrikd by the sequence P= (q, el, u2, e2? .+., v,~, e,, o,,,) 
here tiX are vertices and vX and v,,, are ends of the edge eX, x = I, 2, . ..). 
Then 
( 1) S is a simple path in a component of F, 
(2Iv2, V39 .*., vn are neutral vertices of F, and 
(3) if n is odd then both thie ends of S are positive or both the ends of 
tive vertices of F and if n is even then one end of S is a positive 
cond is a negative vertex of F. 
FV~(df'o,f Assertion 4 The statements (1) and 12) of the assertion arc 
clearly true. Suppose that n is odd, Then according to Assertion 1 we ob- 
tain Qlr(er )r = e2(e2) = & (e,) = $,(e,) = . . . = $q(e,J 413 q+(q) = @r(Q) 
= = C.. #,], Therefore fir (e,) - $~~(e, I= q+ (e,) - #2(e,I’j or, in other 
ords (becaug v1 is incident to el, v,+~ Is irncident to e, and L&&Q) 
= dFCv,+r ) = 3). if n is odd, then both the ends of S are positive or both 
nt’g&ve vertices of . .F l[f R is even, then clearly 6; (e,) s e2(en), 
&,)anddr(q) - S#r)= - (@(Q - @2(e,)) + 0 (mod 3). 
s that one end of S is a positive and the secc?r;d a negative 
f E ThBs proves the validity of the assertion. 
mp2ete the first part of the proof of the theorem, let F(i) be a 
ontaining a vertex of degree 3. According to Assertion 2, 
ic graph and $ is a~,? edge-colouring of &F(i)) 
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(see also Assertion 1). Therefore [see Remark 3 ) p(F(i)) is Sconnected 
and F(i) has all properties ‘Jf a C-graph. Moreovei*+ either every simple 
path of F(i) is odd, or at least one simple path of F(i) is even. In the 
second case denote by P or N the sets of all positive or negative vertices 
in F(i). Then clearly {P, A/) is a decomposition of T(l;(i)), which has the 
required properties. This completes the proof of the first part of the 
theorem. 
(II) We now have to prove that if F has the properties required in the 
theorem, then there exists a cubic graph 11 with edge-colourings Qt and 
#Q such that F = H[@l, e2]. 
Let F be a graph consisting of the components F( 1) F(2), . . . . F(k) 
and having the properties that 
(a) F(r’) is a circuit of an even length for every i belonging to 
Q c. ( 1, 2, ...J k), 
(b) if r’ belongs to { 1, 2, . ..? k) - Q = R, then F’(i) is a C-graph with 
the properties (1) and (2) from the theorem. 
Let us con&ruct for every i E Q the graph H(E) by the addition cf the 
set D(i) of pairwise end-disjoint m(i)-diagonals to the circuits F(i) 
(where ant(i) is the length of F(i)) and denote by H’ the union of all 
H(d) (i E Q) and by F’ the union of all F(i), where i E Q. 
H’ is a cubic graph and there exists an edge-colouring $t such that in 
every circuit F(i) (i E Q) alternate dges have colours 1 and 2 in #r (this 
is always possible in a circuit of an even length), and that the diagonals 
have colour 3. Let us define the mapping @* : EW’) -+ { 1, 2, 3) as 
follows: 
fe E E(W)] * [@,(ej + q+(e) 5 O(mod 3)]. 
It is clear that C#Q is an edge-colouring of H’ suc.kl that 
[e E r;‘(i), i E Ql * M+(e) * 92(e)l 
and 
Ee E D(i)1 =+ [$&e3 = q+(e) = 31 * 
This implies that F’ = N’ [$I~ ) &I. 
Let i belong to R. Then, according to our supposition. F(j:) is a 
C-graph such that p(Ft j)) 3, F( j ) Ss an edge-colourablc cubic graph. 
Let @ be an edge-colouring of F(i;. Define the mapping Q, : E(F(j)) + 
{ 1,2,3) as follows: 
[e f E(F(j)), e belongs to the simple path s of F(j) ?nd 2 is 
the edge replacing s in the p-reduction of [F(i)] ] 
=+ Me-) = (IN* )I l 
According to our supposition, all simple paths of I;‘(i) are odd or we 
Can -;kb hmnpose T(F( j)) into two classes (P, IV) such that the ends of 
arty odd simple path belong to the same class of (P, N), and the ends of 
any even si:mple path betong to different classes of’ {P, !V). St is clear that 
we can unify both the cases if in the f - =- ‘At G~C we put P = Tr’F( J)) and 
Then always T(F( _i )) = F LJ IV, P fl N = 0 and every simple path 
ofSW(j’yi) joins two ends belonging t;> distinct sets of the pair {P, IV) * 1 
iff it is even. 
Let us define the sets M,, ‘Mz, Ic,‘, as follows: the vertex v of degree 2 
in RX]) belongs to Mi iff the edges incident o u have the coiour 2* in t$ 
~~~~ let us put pr ==: !M& Thea cilearly 
M, U M, W A43 = UFC j)) - TWI j)) 
~~~~~* Asscrti<>rr 6. It is clear that an odd {even) simple path having 
e colour i in @ ccWains an hen (odd) number OQ vertices belonging to 
Therefore, if w denote by ei the number of even simple paths 
~~~~~r~d by i in 9, then pi = ei (mod 2) [or ever)’ i = 1, 2, 3. Let x and JJ 
o difkfent colours taken from the set ( 1, 2, 3). If F.Ji) denotes 
bgr:ryh of F(i) containing ail the edges with colours x and ~7 and 
he vertices incident to those edges, then we have: r;k k,(j) consists 
ircLuits in which alternate simple paths of colour x’ a& simple paths 
The ends of these simple paths are positive or negative 
ends oi one simple path belong to different sets of the 
iff this sJmp3e path is even. This implies that every circuit of 
j) contains .zur even number of even simple paths (becaltse tire num- 
f changes on a circuit must be even) and as I;; %, (1) comains tih the 
e ipaths of colours x and y we obtain: cX + tzY ‘is even. Therefore, 
us construct he graph HC.1) in the following way: If J+ is even 
= then add to F( i 1, for every i = f , 2, 3, mi new edges (we 
t&e set of new edges by Di) such that every vertex of Mi is inci- 
ctfy to one edge of Di and both ends of an edge of Dj belong 
is odd IJ.+ = 2mi - Z), then 
1 j one new vertex t, and join this vertex by a new edge 
j (5 = a 9 2. 3), 
(2j for every i = 1, 2, 3, add (nli -- f ) new edges (denote the set of 
these edges by Dip such that every edge of D, joins two vertices of 
II+ -- {t& and every vertex of Mi - {fi) is incident to one edge of Di. 
It is clear that ff( j) is a cubic graph in both cases. 
Define the mappings #Q : EikV( j)) -+ { I, 2, 3) (where x = 1 9 2) as 
fo;lows: 
(A) $I (e) = &(e) = i for every edge e E Di :c;S of pi is odd tllen , 
tj!+(hi) = qyhi) = i (i = 1, 2, 3); 
(B) if e E E(F’(j )P is iXlCiR?lit with a positive (negative) vertex 24 of 
F’(j)! then 
s,(e) -- @(e) E x(mod 3) (5 --x’ (mod Sj), x = 1, 2 t 
in other words, q&&e) = &(@(e)), where yU is the S-cycle induced by @ 
at the vertex u (see beginning of the proof); 
(C) in every simple path S having calour u in Q alternate the colours 
& and C, where (a, 6, C} = { 1, 2, 31, the colour b of the first edge of S 
being determined by (B). 
Qbsene that this process of alternation assigns to the last edge of s 
a colour which is compatible with (B). 
Assertion 7. Thexnappings #Q and @I* are edge-colourings of H(j) such 
thatH(j)lQ,,Qitl =JIj). 
Pk.@‘of’ ASSWC~CW 7. Let ~1 be a vertex of !I( j) belonging to P u N. Since 
p:(i) # plr (i) for i = 1, 2 3 it follows from (Bt that i. (4) # @i(e) for 
every edge c incident wiih g verkx of T(F( j)). 
.i 
Let u be a vertex belonging to 41, (i = 1,2,3) and let f and g be two 
edges incident to u and belonging to F(j)_ The third edge (denote this 
edge by ?I) incident to u belongs to H(j) - 5-(j) and we have #t(h)= &(F2) =i. 
This implies (see (B)) that 
M&f )? @2(f ), i1 = Il, 2, 3) , 
&(f) + 9&i‘L 4gg) f @2(g) -
Therefore the mappings $Q and q2 have all the properties of an edge- 
colouring (recall that vie have Qlr(hi) = $2(hi) = i for each i E { 1, 2, 3; 
in the case that H(j) contains a new vertex ts). Further, it is clear that 
q+(e) # e2(e) iff e belongs to F(j) (and does not belong to H(j) - F(j)). 
his implies that 
It is clear, that if, for ever;,/ j E R, we construct from F(j) a cubic 
aph l{(j) and the edge-cohxxings br and & il, the described way, then 
dy’e cbge-colourings of H” such that 
ut then tf = H’ u H” is a cubic graph and @I and e2 are edge-colourings 
f! such that Hf#, b qbz 1 = F. ‘This proves our theorem. 
mark 2. As already mentioned earlier, not every change-graph can be 
tained by a sequence of A-transformations. An example is given in 
1. 
mrk 3. The following interesting problem is unsolved: W~ch condi- 
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tions must a graph satisfy (besides those stated in our theorem) in 
c?tder to be a change-graph formed by two edge-colotirings of a ~;kz~aa~ 
cubli: gaph H. Ilt is clear that then G must be planar. But this is not 
suffioicn i. Fig . 2 shows an example of a planar ch:ange-graph of a cubic” 
graph which ;sannot IX a change-graph of any planar cubic g~:ph (the 
proof of this statement is very easy). 
Remark 4. in the theory of edge-coiourinps of T!:TIJV - graphs, the fol- 
lowing problem can play an important pa& Can ::r?e 0-0 taiea every 
change-graph formed by two edge-cotourings of a reguiar graph of 
degree H (where n > 3 and specifically if the graph is planar) by a se- 
quence of edge-colouring transformations done a.!ways in a cubic factor 
consisting of edges of three colours (where the triple of cdlours can be 
different in the different transformations of this sequence)‘? 
